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Abstract: Historians tend to view public health as a quintessentially modern 
phenomenon, enabled by the emergence of representative democracies, centralized 
bureaucracies and advanced biomedicine. While social, urban and religious historians 
have begun chipping away at the entrenched dichotomy between pre/modernity that 
this view implies, evidence for community prophylactics in earlier eras also emerges 
from a group of somewhat unexpected sources, namely military manuals. Texts 
composed for (and often by) army leaders in medieval Latin Europe, East Rome 
(Byzantium) and other premodern civilizations reflect the topicality of population-
level preventative healthcare well before the nineteenth century, thereby broadening 
the path for historicizing public health from a transregional and even global 
perspective. Moreover, at least throughout the Mediterranean World, military manuals 
also attest the enduring appeal of Hippocratic and Galenic prophylactics and how that 
medical tradition continued for centuries to shape the routines and material culture of 
vulnerable communities such as armies. 
 




During the early nineteenth century, armies began to do away with tents, a trend 
whose drawbacks military theoretician Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831) felt 
compelled to stress. In his acclaimed Vom Kriege, the Prussian certainly sympathized 
with generals who chose to devote their limited horsepower to carrying several 
canons instead of lugging thousands of small shelters. Nonetheless, he reminded his 
readers that the decision must take at least two important considerations into account. 
First, tents reduce armies’ impact on their environment, whether built, cultivated or 
pristine, which in turn had physical, economic and political implications. Secondly 
and no less important, tents influenced soldiers’ health: 
 
The protection afforded by a roof of a cheap canvas may not be much, but 
over a period of time it is a relief that will be missed by the troops when it is 
not there. For a single day the difference is slight; a tent gives little shelter 
against wind and cold, and is far from rainproof. But a slight difference 
becomes a major one when the situation recurs two or three hundred times a 
year. Increased losses due to sickness will naturally result.1 
 
Camps’ material constitution, in other words, has to be aligned with an army’s 
strategic goals, since it too impacts soldiers’ health and hence their ability to wage 
war. This aspect of strategy began to ring especially true as campaigns became 
increasingly drawn-out affairs (indeed, this was one of Von Clausewitz’s overriding 
concerns). Given that armies marched and stayed put for ever longer periods, coming 
to terms with environmental factors and thinking preventatively grew more urgent.2 
Elsewhere in his magnum opus, Von Clausewitz revisits the theme of 
prophylactic healthcare in non-combat situations. For instance, he notes that a 
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marching army faces high attrition rates in the absence of steady shelter, food supply, 
medical attention and comfort in movement. What is the right amount of rest on the 
march and how best to organize it were clearly being recognized as consequential to 
soldiers’ health: 
 
It is commonly said that a long period of rest is not good for the physical 
health of an army, and that there is more sickness at such times than during 
periods of moderate activity. It may well be that sickness does occur when 
soldiers are crowded together in cramped quarters, but it can occur just as 
easily in billets along the march.3 
 
Von Clausewitz was not only pro-tent, then, but also an advocate of breaking up 
marches to help soldiers recover from their exertions. He saw rest as paramount for 
maintaining a healthy routine, arguably a more crucial measure than other, decidedly 
preventative interventions, which would ensure airflow in the barracks and keep 
soldiers to a schedule of physical exercise. Whatever the merits of his advice, he 
consciously waded into an ongoing—indeed, quite longstanding—debate. 
 
A Community at Risk 
Military theoreticians have long regarded physical objects such as tents, human 
regimens including respite and diet, and other standards meant to keep armies healthy 
and safe outside of combat as strategic assets. As Von Clausewitz put it, ‘[i]t is not 
unusual that a victorious army suffers greater losses from sickness than from battle’: a 
painful truth confronting most armies until the mid-twentieth century.4 If so, studying 
military manuals, of which Vom Kriege is among the most feted but hardly the first, 
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promises to enrich the social and intellectual history of community health, that is 
interventions meant to promote health and fight disease at a population level, 
whatever defined a group as such and however loosely or temporarily it was bound 
together beyond a certain physical proximity. From the standpoint of public health’s 
deeper history, moreover, military treatises constitute a rarely-explored corpus, one 
that can be examined from a transregional and even global perspective given the 
steady output and survival of comparable sources from Europe, the Eastern 
Mediterranean, Asia and elsewhere. Even by comparison to the related genre of 
medieval travel literature, whose insights into public health have at least caught some 
scholars’ attention, military manuals remain virtually unknown as sources for the 
history of premodern prophylactics.5 
Certainly, historians of modern warfare, colonialism and imperialism have 
repeatedly remarked how instrumental armies were, as witting and unwitting agents, 
in promoting preventative medicine as well as impacting the health of militaries and 
civilian populations outside of combat.6 In doing so they have overcome an 
understandable tendency to see armies mainly as machines of death and destruction 
rather than also as promoters of health and as stakeholders in environmental 
protection programs.7 By comparison, the smaller cohort of public health historians 
studying premodern societies usually suffer from a scarcity of sources, on the one 
hand,8 and armies’ common (modern) reputation for hygienic apathy, on the other. 
Furthermore, despite premodern generals’ and military medical personnel’s explicit 
mandate to conserve the health of armies, historians tend to focus on the curative 
efforts of coeval army pharmacists, barber-surgeons and physicians, offering limited 
insights into the latter’s (and others’) preventative actions off the battlefield, where 
soldiers spent most of their time.9  
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Examining prophylactic advice in early military manuals therefore provides a 
more granular view, complementing recent efforts to reconstruct preventative 
practices in ancient, medieval and early modern societies, which largely deal with 
monasteries and especially cities.10 Scholars tilling the field of premodern public 
health have found rich evidence to challenge an entrenched view of population-level 
interventions as mere byproducts of modernity, rendered possible thanks to 
representative governments and advanced science, and relevant due to the 
proliferation of cities and massive environmental degradation. Carole Rawcliffe’s 
Urban Bodies (2013), most notably, marshals abundant material and written evidence 
illustrating how urban residents, guilds and governments in medieval England devised 
prophylactic policies and pursued them, including well before the onset of the second 
plague pandemic in the mid fourteenth century.11 The latter point is especially salient 
in rejecting an ostensibly benign recognition of premodern public health practices, if 
only as a reaction to plague by otherwise apathetic civilizations. Indeed, as Agostino 
Paravicini Bagliani’s Il corpo del Papa (1994) argues, a revival of learned medicine 
in eleventh-century Italy soon led to the practice of community prophylactics at the 
papal court, including the curia’s pursuit of healthy locations when Rome was 
deemed dangerous and the dissemination of preventative practices through their 
imposition upon host towns.12 These and other successful attempts to historicize 
community prophylactics, however, make little use of evidence related to premodern 
militaries.  
Indeed, although armies’ size and the scale of military logistics have changed 
dramatically at least in western Europe since the Napoleonic Wars,13 their well-
documented struggle against disease in earlier eras can help frame public health as 
something more than a byproduct of modernity. For militaries were scarcely isolated 
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communities of prophylactic practice; the medical theories undergirding their actions 
may well have been shaped by those of urban, monastic and other communities, and 
their practices (for instance of burial, exercise and sourcing food and water) could 
have inspired civic leaders to follow suit. Yet it is precisely this kind of integrated and 
dynamic perspective that many historians of premodern public health still mostly 
lack.14 
To begin developing a corrective, the present article draws on a number of 
texts produced by the civilizations of medieval western Europe and East Rome 
(Byzantium), before briefly suggesting further research possibilities afforded by 
comparable works hailing from the Islamicate Mediterranean and East Asia. Far from 
exhaustive, the selection reflects my linguistic limitations as well as the current state 
of publication and especially translation of relevant sources, even when casting a wide 
geographical and chronological net. Since this is an argument based predominantly on 
a single genre (or a cluster of related genres), the selected texts had to meet one basic 
criterion, namely that they were ostensibly written as a military commander’s 
guidebook (as distinct, for instance, from a medical manual that also dealt with battle 
injuries), and regardless of the author’s formal training or perceived authority among 
contemporaries.15 
Two preliminary observations are in order before delving into these texts. 
First, as a corpus, they display important points of resemblance. Throughout the long 
period under consideration, tactical manuals were mostly written for and by male 
military-political elites, the work of Christine de Pizan’s (1364-1430; see below) 
offering a unique as well as partial exception. Authors and readers thus shared 
access—within a given society—to a medical-cultural archive, a health literacy 
common to the intended audiences of the original works. The medical-theoretical 
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knowledge upon which these texts drew usually remains implicit, but it can be 
surmised from coeval and earlier medical and natural-philosophical literature, works 
which themselves tended to circulate in similar groups. The present article’s focus 
allowed for only the briefest treatment of questions regarding each text’s dating, the 
details of its transmission and reception, its intended audience/s, the original 
compilation methods and linguistic peculiarities. Yet none of these shortfalls obscures 
the fact that Greece and Rome’s European, Asian and North African intellectual heirs 
shared a medical tradition associated with Hippocrates (c. 460- c. 370 BC) and his 
school in Greek Antiquity and furthered by Galen (129-200? AD) and his followers’ 
commentaries.16 Diverse medical, religious and natural-philosophical traditions likely 
undergirded military prophylactics in other regions as well, but these too fall beyond 
the scope of the present study.17 
 Secondly, if a modicum of shared health literacy was to be expected among 
the intended readers of military manuals, that hardly meant that the prophylactic 
framework supporting them was everywhere and always the same. Premodern 
medicine was a dynamic and evolving field of expertise even within medieval Europe 
and East Rome, and there is no reason to assume that coeval cultures across a vast 
swath of time and territory shared immutable principles.18 Nor did premodern armies 
face a static and identical theater of war, either in terms of climate and terrain or the 
scale and capacity of their foes. Latin crusaders’ efforts in an unfamiliar Levant since 
the later eleventh century is a well-documented case in point, as are the experiences of 
Mongol armies, fighting from Gaza to Java, in the thirteenth century. Nonetheless, 
mining this long era’s sources for preventative insights and concerns challenges 
medieval armies’ reputation, and that of premodern cultures more broadly, as ignorant 
or negligent when it came to public hygiene. For tactical manuals attest a sustained 
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effort at least by certain learned elites to consider population-level threats also outside 
of armed conflict as pertinent to commanders’ and medical personnel’s remits, 
including many hundreds if not thousands of non-elites and non-combatants. 
Manuals’ ongoing production of knowledge thus played a major and often overlooked 
role in promoting biopolitical agendas in a period and across regions rarely associated 
with them. This has important implications regarding one aspect of the pre/modern 




In Latin Europe, discussions of preventative healthcare among armies build on and 
echo two influential treatises composed in Late Antiquity, namely Onasander’s 
Strategikos (first century) and, arguably to a greater extent, Vegetius’ Epitoma rei 
militaris (late fourth or early fifth century).19 Both texts, also foreshadowing much 
later manuals, assume that military life entailed a regular confrontation with 
community-broad threats, be it during training, at times of peace, at war or in the 
immediate aftermath of battle. As Onasander warned the aspiring Roman general (his 
treatise was formally dedicated to Quintus Veranius Nepos [d. 57], the future 
governor of Britain), safe encampment depends on more than palisades, a ditch and 
vigilant guards. Indeed, a paramount concern is to identify a location ‘that is not 
marshy, nor damp; for such places by their rising vapours and rank smell bring 
disease and infection to the army, and both impair the health of many and kill many, 
so that the soldiers are left few in number and weakened in strength.’20 
Onasander argued that polluted air (miasma) causes diseases that were just as 
lethal to soldiers as and indeed often more than any enemy they faced in battle.21 In 
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doing so, he harkened back to the dictums of Hippocratic medicine, and in particular 
to the treatise known as Airs, Waters, Places. The work, most likely written by 
Hippocrates himself, inventories cities’ vulnerabilities as a function of their exposure 
to the elements of wind (air), water and humidity. While allowing for variation among 
people’s physiques and adaptability, as well as climactic diversity, the work 
nonetheless typified the impact of, for instance, cold wind or brackish water on 
communities as a whole. The unhealthiest cities, it maintained, are those having only 
a western exposure, which leaves them bereft of the most beneficial winds while 
being punished by the sun’s strongest rays. The author also claimed that waters that 
are ‘marshy, standing and stagnant’ in the summer become ‘unhealthy and bilious’ 
and in winter can be ‘very conducive to phlegm and sore throats.’22 It was by working 
within this paradigm and drawing lessons from urban experiences that Onasander 
later sought to optimize a camp’s situation and make life in it sustainable for all. 
Three centuries after Onasander, the otherwise unknown Vegetius stressed in 
similar terms (albeit now in Latin, which explains his work’s greater popularity in 
western Europe) how a general’s choice of site must be informed by considerations of 
human and non-human factors: 
 
[Camps’] situation should be strong by nature, and there should be plenty of 
wood, forage and water. If the army is to continue in it any considerable time, 
attention must be had to the salubriousness of the place. The camp must not be 
commanded by any higher grounds from whence it might be insulted or 
annoyed by the enemy, nor must the location be liable to floods which would 
expose the army to great danger. The dimensions of the camps must be 
determined by the number of troops and quantity of baggage.23 
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To Vegetius, then, military camps’ resilience relied on both topographical and human-
relational aspects.24 Yet the choice of a promising location had to be reinforced by 
encouraging salubrious behaviors as well. Here too Vegetius offers a complex 
assessment befitting a dynamic situation. For the health of troops:  
 
[D]epends on the choice of situation and water, on the season of the year, 
medicine and exercise. As to the situation, the army should never continue in 
the neighborhood of unwholesome marshes any length of time, or on dry plains 
or eminences without some sort of shade or shelter. In the summer, the troops 
should never encamp without tents. And their marches, in that season of the 
year when the heat is excessive, should begin by break of day so that they may 
arrive at the place of destination in good time. Otherwise they will contract 
diseases from the heat of the weather and the fatigue of the march. In severe 
winter they should never march in the night in frost and snow, or be exposed to 
want of wood or clothes. A soldier, starved with cold, can neither be healthy nor 
fit for service. The water must be wholesome and not marshy. Bad water is a 
kind of poison and the cause of epidemic distempers.25 
   
Climactic, physical as well as human factors thus helped define the health of an army, 
alongside individuals’ capacity to perform their tasks.  
Like Onasander before him, Vegetius too drew on Hippocratic insights, either 
directly or as refracted through later interpreters. The latter included Galen’s or 
Galenic commentaries on the Hippocratic corpus, from which Onasander could not 
have benefited. Galenism also preferred the efficiency of prevention (Hygeia) to 
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curing (Panacea), and it considered in this respect environmental conditions to have a 
major impact on humans, as individuals and groups. This meant that location 
mattered, especially in combination with a people’s typical humoral constitution.26 
Galenism likewise stressed the role played by human behaviors and activities in 
obtaining humoral balance. These were collectively known as the six non-naturals: air 
quality, sleep and wakefulness, exercise and rest, food and drink, secretion and 
excretion, and mental affections.27 The perfect convergence of both types of factors 
(natural and non) should be reflected in the absence of disease. In military terms, this 
meant fitness for service, a specific display of health in what Galen called ‘[t]he 
unimpaired capacity of function’,28 a criterion foreshadowing the late-modern 
activities of daily living (ADL) index famously developed by Sidney Katz.29 
Without offering a full survey of military tractates in medieval western 
Europe, it is clear that earlier insights’ legacy lived on.30 For, whatever else Latin and 
later vernacular authors derived from Classical and late-antique medical thought, 
either through Onasander or especially Vegetius,31 they were certainly mindful of 
armies’ vulnerability outside of combat and disseminated their predecessors’ advice 
on how to thwart attendant dangers. To offer just a few examples from several 
regions: the renowned Iberian physician Arnaud of Villanova (1240?-1311) probably 
consulted his copy of Vegetius in counseling James II of Aragon (1267-1327) on 
matters of military resilience.32 Giovanni da Legnano, a late-fourteenth-century juror 
and author of an influential Tractatus de bello, is directly reliant upon Hippocrates, 
Vitruvius and above all Vegetius in reiterating the general’s duty to select and 
maintain healthy locations for camps (ut diutius commorandum sit, loci salubritas 
eligatur), by which he also meant places with a constant supply of good food, air and 
water.33 Christine de Pizan, in The Book of Deeds of Arms and Chivalry (1410), relies 
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explicitly on Vegetius in discussing how ‘to keep the army in good health if it stays 
for a long time in one place’, namely by taking into consideration ‘location, water, 
weather and exercise.’34 And Roberto Valturio (1405-1475), an Italian humanist and 
engineer, dedicated an entire chapter to medicine in his widely circulating De re 
militari (1472), which opens with a reminder that the ancients knew better than to 
dwell only on cures for wounds and disease in warfare: in order for an army to hunker 
down safely, its leader had to establish the health of the place.35 Health, in typical 
Galenic fashion, consists here not only in the location’s fertility and the quality of 
resources it provides (water, vegetation, animals), but especially in its compatibility 
with occupiers’ humoral constitution.36 
To take a final example, the same approach informed Niccolò Machiavelli, 
whose sixth book (of seven) On the Art of War (1519-1520) is devoted to discussing 
the army’s rest. A stronghold, he argues, is rendered secure by nature or art (‘forte lo 
fa o il sito, o l’arte’), that is thanks to location or human intervention.37 The Greeks, in 
his analysis, preferred the former, while the Romans tended to espouse the latter, 
which gave them the advantage of being able to supplement a potentially imperfect 
site with defensive artifice, including an internal organization of space congenial to 
good communication, swift movement and timely response. The Romans, moreover, 
sought to position themselves in a salubrious place (luogo sano) to begin with, by 
avoiding swampy areas or those exposed to harmful winds (i luoghi paludosi, o 
esposti a’ venti nocivi). And they did so by engaging a kind of medical forensics 
familiar to any reader of Hippocrates: 
 
For they recognized [these conditions], not so much from the quality of the 
site, as from the appearance of the inhabitants; so when the latter seemed to 
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have a bad complexion, broken-winded, or hosting another infection, they did 
not tarry there.38 
 
According to the tradition Machiavelli strove to emulate, the accomplished 
capitano also kept his army healthy and avoided diseases and hunger by allowing 
soldiers to rest well, to wit ‘in tents...and where trees would create shade, [and] where 
there would be wood to allow for the cooking of food’ (sotto le tende...dove sieno 
arbori che facciano ombra, dove sia legname da potere cuocere il cibo). Further 
preventative measures to be maintained on the march included obviating extreme heat 
in the summer and snow and ice in the winter. And should these measures fail, and 
the men become sick, the general is to let them be cured by a physician, for he has ‘no 
recourse when he has to fight with disease as well as with an enemy’ (perchè uno 
capitano non ha rimedio, quando egli ha a combattere con le malattie a col 
nemico).39 Mindfully following in the footsteps of his ancient predecessors, and 
foreshadowing principles still invoked by much later tacticians, Machiavelli too 
argued that prevention was the preferred path to armies’ health. 
 
East Rome 
As the above examples begin to convey, and contrary to premodern armies’ reputation 
for hygienic apathy, authors of military manuals throughout the eras known today as 
Antiquity, the Middle Ages and the Renaissance paid close and regular attention to 
community prophylactics. And what is true for western Europe certainly applies to 
East Rome, home to an arguably richer tradition of military literature, at least for the 
early and central Middle Ages, which likewise drew on the preventative insights of 
Onasander’s Strategikos and Vegetius’ Epitoma, among other ancient authorities.40 
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For instance, the influential late sixth-century text known today as Maurice’s 
Strategikon (12.B.22) advises that: 
 
Healthy, clean places should be chosen for camps, and we should not stay too 
long in one spot, unless the air and the availability of supplies are more 
advantageous. Otherwise disease can spread among the troops. It is very 
important that sanitary needs not be taken care of inside the camp, but outside 
because of the disagreeable odor, especially if there is some reason for the 
army to remain in one place.... [T]he horses must not be watered [in the river] 
above the camp. If they are, their trampling around will make the water muddy 
and useless.... If it is a small stream, water the horses from buckets.41 
 
In keeping with that tradition, the anonymous East Roman author of a Treatise 
on Strategy (eighth century) explained that the security of strongholds relies on more 
than their walls’ thickness. He accordingly encouraged the ambitious general to 
investigate whether local water ‘is safe to drink and if there is enough to supply the 
population of the city’, as well as ‘whether the [surrounding] country produces 
enough food’, before embarking on a construction campaign.42 Subsequently, treatises 
such as the Apparatus bellicus (tenth century) continued to share earlier works’ 
concern for ensuring water purity to protect the overall health of soldiers.43 And the 
anonymous, late tenth-century Treatise on Skirmishing (5.6–8) likewise warns against 
horses muddying the water, ‘which could cause serious harm to the men and place 
them in real difficulty.’44  
Nor did later authors neglect to instruct generals about how to situate camps 
with combatants’ health clearly in mind. Emperor Leo VI’s Taktika, published in the 
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early tenth century, dwells in particular on long-term military settlements, which 
should steer clear of wooded areas and swamps, because ‘[t]he rising vapors and foul 
smell of such places are unhealthy and bring pestilence and deadly diseases to the 
army.’45 More than a century later, Kekaumenos’ Strategikon explicitly harks back to 
a Hippocratic tradition in calling to avoid humid and malodorous places ‘because they 
are prone to disease’, and instructs the general to refrain from staying put for too long 
in one place, given the greater risk of it developing ‘a bad odor and from it, 
diseases.’46 
Finally, the mid-tenth-century Sylloge tacticorum pays ample attention to what 
promotes an army’s health on the march, in the fort and during and under siege, 
dispensing advice on how best to treat the surrounding countryside (chapters 11, 53 
and 55). Addressing the topic of disease prevention specifically, chapter 22 instructs 
the general to situate a camp away from rocky or swampy grounds and refrain from 
occupying the same spot at length ‘due to pestilential diseases which break out from 
putrefaction among both horses and men.’ It furthermore notes that the observation 
holds for all seasons except winter, when ‘there is no such apprehension, due to the 
frozen temperature of the season.’47 The treatise also elaborates on how to defend 
soldiers and animals from certain stratagems designed to kill them outside the context 
of battle. Chapters 58-61, for instance, instruct generals on how to detect and avoid 
food and drink poisoned for just such purposes by the enemy and strategically 
dispersed or left for their consumption. Another rubric (73; whose title alone has been 
preserved) purportedly advises on how horses and mules may obviate succumbing to 
pestilential disease. The entire section, finally, opens with a passage explaining how 
‘soldiers may easily be prevented from falling ill from sun and fatigue.’ Probably 
building on the medical authority of Julius Africanus (160-240), it reminds the reader 
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about the importance of feeding soldiers well as a prophylactic measure, including the 
rejection of wine produced in marshy—and therefore unhygienic—lands, unless it is 
boiled to evaporate one tenth of the liquid in order to render it healthy to drink.48 
East Roman generals, in sum, much like their Latin counterparts, were 
encouraged to detect threats to their armies outside the context of combat and devise 
ways to reduce if not altogether eliminate them, building on the shared insights of 
ancient medical science.49 
 
Across and Beyond the Mediterranean World 
Military tractates that promote community prophylactics are fairly accessible and 
generally well-studied for medieval western Europe and East Rome. Yet there is little 
reason to assume that these premodern  regions were unique in that sense. As the 
present section begins to demonstrate, identifying and reducing hazards their 
underlings faced was a responsibility claimed by many army (and civic and religious) 
leaders across the globe, at least insofar as it legitimized their authority and certain 
aspects of disciplining soldiers and related communities. My linguistic limitations 
prevent me from accessing evidence for many historical cultures where the hypothesis 
can be tested, but a few examples may suffice to propose how this path may fruitfully 
be pursued for the benefit of public health historians. 
To begin with Europe’s and East Rome’s nearest neighbors in health: the vast 
majority of Arabic military treatises from the Middle Ages remain unpublished, 
untranslated and rarely studied.50 Yet, given the early Islamicate world’s deep 
familiarity with and contribution to the Greco-Roman medical tradition, it is hardly 
surprising that prophylactics became a staple of Arabic military medicine.51 An early 
source illuminating the topicality of preventative practices outside of combat is a 
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passage by Abu Bakr Muḥammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi (aka Rhazes; 865–925). In his 
Kitab al-Mansouri fi al-Tibb, the acclaimed Persian medical scholar argued that 
military camps: 
 
[S]hould be pitched in summer on hills and high places, tents being directed 
towards the north wind, with plenty of air space between tents. Animals 
should be kept as far from the tents as possible. In winter the camps should be 
placed in low-lying places, preferably at the foot of hills or mountains, tents 
being directed towards the east or south, alternate pairs of tents being joined 
together. When moist south winds blow, rations should be cut down, wine 
should be interdicted, and more military exercises taken. When the air is dry, 
just the opposite regime should be enforced. Sick cattle should be kept far 
from the camp, in low windless places…. Poisonous odorous plants and trees 
should be burned or the camp site should be above them. Food and drink, as 
causing many diseases, should be inspected with great caution.52 
 
Al-Razi was not composing a military treatise, but the above passage, which may by 
now ring familiar thanks to the sources it shared with medieval Latin and Greek 
works, underscores at least for other elites the hazards posed by natural elements, 
alongside other non-naturals, to garrisoned armies. It also alludes, centuries before 
Von Clausewitz, to the health benefits of tents. 
Such insights reverberate throughout a range of Arabic tactical treatises. For 
instance, al-Ansari’s Tafrīj al-Kurūb fī Tadbīr al-Hurūb, an early fifteenth-century 
military manual, likely based on a ninth-century work, stresses the importance of 
knowing how to conduct responsible marching and identify salubrious stations. The 
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able general is hence to be ‘experienced [with regard to handling] roads and watered 
places and water resources, and the conditions of way-stations and camping grounds, 
and the times during which marching and camping are proper.’53 The work 
furthermore specifies that, in choosing a campsite, sustenance (pasture, water, food, 
etc.) as well as tactical variety and defensibility are crucial;54 and that its internal 
organization should enable good communication and order.55 
Exploring additional sources for similar purposes is possible well beyond 
Europe and the Mediterranean region. Once again, and without attempting a 
comprehensive overview, key treatises hailing from east Asia highlight preventative 
considerations, for instance, in discussing how best to maneuver an army. Sun-tzu’s 
Art of War, a Chinese collection codified in the early eleventh century but probably 
drawing on much earlier texts, observes that: 
 
 [T]he army likes heights and abhors low areas, esteems the sunny [yang] and 
disdains the shady [yin]. It nourishes life and occupies the substantial. An 
army that avoids the hundred illnesses is said to be certain of victory.56  
 
And a similar prophylactic principle informs Wu-tzu’s manual, an acclaimed work 
originating in the fourth century BC and popularized under the Han dynasty (206 BC–
220 AD): 
 
Control is foremost [to ensure armies’ victory…]. What is meant by control is 
that when stationary [i.e., in camp] they observe the forms of propriety [li] and 
when in action they are awesome.... In general the Way [Tao] to command an 
army on the march is not to contravene the proper measure of advancing and 
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stopping; not miss the appropriate times for eating and drinking; and not 
completely exhaust the strength of the men and horses.... If advancing and 
resting are not measured; if drinking and eating are not timely and appropriate; 
and if, when the horses are tired and the men weary, they are not allowed to 
relax in the encampment, then they will be unable to put the commander’s 
orders into effect. When the commander’s orders are thus disobeyed, when 
encamped they will be in turmoil, and in battle they will be defeated.57 
 
Given Chinese influence on myriad aspects of Japanese culture it should come as no 
surprise that the broad social remit of military commanders was typical of Japanese 
manuals as well. As the martial artist and theoretician Miyamoto Musashi put it in 
1632, ‘large-scale military science is a matter of winning at keeping good people, 
winning at employing large numbers of people, winning at correctness of personal 
conduct, winning at governing nations, winning at taking care of the populace.’58 And 
the author of an early eighteenth-century manual lamented that ‘[p]eople of all social 
classes, high and low, constantly overheat, drink too much, and indulge their desires 
to an unhealthy degree, all because of forgetting about death. This puts a strain on 
their internal organs, so they may die remarkably young, or else become sickly or 
invalid.’ Reducing health risks, in sum, requires visible hygienic discipline: 
 
 The principles of knighthood include washing your hands and feet and 
bathing morning and night, keeping your body clean, shaving and dressing 
your hair every morning, dressing formally according to the season and 
circumstances and always keeping your fan in your belt, not to mention your 
long and short swords.59 
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Whatever their specific relations and impact, collectively such texts illustrate, 
first, elites’ concerns about armies’ vulnerabilities, and secondly, how prevention did 
not have to share the exact same medical or natural-philosophical paradigm across 
distant cultures to remain a pertinent consideration at least for army leaders. Be it on 
the march or in the camp, and well before the so-called professionalization of military 
medicine, armies were seen as communities of prophylactic practices. As such, they 
strongly resembled other premodern communities at risk.60 
 
From Military Medicine to Social History 
Tactical manuals can illuminate preventative healthcare practices and medical literacy 
in premodernity, an era some medical historians continue to view as uniquely 
unhygienic.61 Given the perspective’s freshness, military historians familiar with such 
texts may thus find themselves at the vanguard of a revisionist endeavor that could 
greatly benefit public health historiography.62 Yet, in order to understand more fully 
what treatises on tactics can offer the latter field, it may be helpful to interrogate some 
of the terms and imagined trajectories still prevalent in the former. This is not to 
homogenize a rich and diverse historiography, but rather to highlight what is, 
especially to non-specialists, a common point of entry into it. In their ambitious A 
History of Military Medicine, Richard Gabriel and Karen Metz argue that, prior to the 
nineteenth century, ‘the military doctor’s only hope in preserving the army from 
disease was to prevent its outbreak in the first place.’ Both before and after the so-
called professionalization of military medicine, however, promoting safety and 
fighting disease were hardly limited to ‘doctors’, as Gabriel and Metz in fact 
repeatedly show. Moreover, despite their otherwise balanced assessment of 
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prophylactic care in ancient armies,63 the authors treat preventative care in medieval 
Europe with particular suspicion, incongruent as such practices would seem with ‘the 
nearly total disintegration of Western culture’ between the third and fifteenth 
centuries.64 To emphasize, from their perspective, just how deep the West had sunk in 
this sense too, Gabriel and Metz juxtapose the region’s armies with those of 
Byzantium, which managed to cling to Roman hygienic standards, and the persistence 
in the medieval Islamicate world of ‘the usual hygienic practices now commonly 
found in military camps in almost all armies.’ In western Europe, by contrast: 
 
The low state of military medical care is demonstrated by the filthy conditions 
of military camps of the period. Even the simple art of field hygiene had been 
lost…. The combination of disorganized military structure and the low state of 
medical knowledge consistently combined to wreak havoc through disease on 
army after army over a 700-year period. It was not until 1415 that rudimentary 
regulations on camp hygiene finally addressed the terrible ravages of 
disease…. There is no evidence, however, that any of these regulations were 
regularly implemented.65 
 
 As the foregone essay has shown also with respect to Latin Europe, however, 
field hygiene was never lost, at least not at the normative level. The authors justly 
warn against forcing the premodern world into a single mold when it comes to 
preventative practices. Islamicate and East Roman armies, as they rightly stress, 
remained active if not innovative in implementing hygienic programs based on deeply 
rooted medical insights, even if their European counterparts fell far behind. Yet the 
diversity Gabriel and Metz purport to show is premised on employing rather different 
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criteria for evaluating the reliability of medieval European sources than those used for 
other regions and subperiods. An equally open-minded reading of records 
documenting west-European military prophylactics, including military manuals, 
would probably narrow or at any rate redraw the contours of the gap between these 
neighboring civilizations, whose medical-theoretical roots were after all strongly 
interlinked. At the very least it would have aligned with the nuanced approach of this 
otherwise exemplary treatment. 
More importantly, however, a stance that is less strongly wedded to a narrative 
of Western medical (and general) decline after Late Antiquity broadens the scope of 
an already vigorous historiography of medieval field medicine and military medical 
institutions. It offers scholars, and historians of public health specifically, a gateway 
into the realm of army prophylactics, while expanding the source base for writing a 
social history of medicine and medical ideas. To be sure, much ground remains to be 
covered. First and most obviously, the production, chronology and specific relations 
among the manuals discussed above deserve further attention. Relatedly, texts falling 
under the category of tactical manuals are far more numerous than those discussed 
above. The broader corpus can in turn be fruitfully mined for further and comparative 
insights and examined for the transmission of ideas and debates among medical 
practitioners and traditions across regions, including during long campaigns (also at 
sea), training, sieges and occupations. There are many other prescriptive sources, 
moreover, whose preventative advice can be recovered, including images, regulae 
governing medieval military orders (Templars, Hospitallers, etc.), crusade-related 
edicts touching upon the sustenance of armies, guides for pilgrims across religions 
and ‘mirrors’ for princes.66 Next, the specific relations in different times and places 
between prescriptive texts and social practices, in the camp and on the march, can be 
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reassessed, for instance on the basis of narrative sources such as diaries and 
chronicles, documents of practice (including letters, charters and financial records), 
images integrated into such texts and those (including in paintings, maps, tapestries 
and sculpture) that stand alone, and of course human, animal, plant and structural 
remains.67 
Finally, an integrated strand of research into the prophylactic insights of 
tactical manuals can illuminate parallel and potentially cross-fertilizing programs 
developed in monastic and urban contexts. In each of these environments, at-risk sites 
and communities formed a major concern of local regimes, charitable institutions, 
professional associations and informal bodies such as neighborhoods, and often 
outside the context of paroxysmal events such as the early second plague pandemic 
(the Black Death). Interactions among such groups and shared motivations to fight the 
hazards they faced are possible to trace. Given their relatively large scale, as 
compared with many contemporary towns and cities, premodern armies could easily 
create city-like footprints upon a region. As Caroline Shenton notes for northwestern 
Europe, ‘by the mid-fourteenth century, sophisticated infrastructures were rapidly 
installed in large siege camps, which became temporary towns in their own right, 
catering for the needs of the many people involved in the hostilities.’68And as Babur, 
the founder of the Mughal dynasty, described his siege of Samarkand in 1496, ‘so 
many townspeople and merchants came out of Samarkand that the camp had become 
a regular town. Everything that one might want in a city was to be found there.’69 One 
assumes that ‘everything’ included hazards as well. 
At all levels, different but sizable premodern communities regularly devised 
and enforced harm-reductive programs. These involved the provision of food and 
removal of waste, fighting air and water pollution, curbing violence and crowdedness, 
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promoting safety standards at home, work and during travel, and monitoring 
residents’ interaction with people, animals and matter considered dangerous, either 
morally (able-bodied poor, the blind, sex workers, ‘lepers’, Jews) or physically 
(horses, oxen, and above all, pigs).70 Armies’, or rather military communities’ 
knowledge and needs, often played a key role in such contexts, not only in informing 
preventative programs as objects, but also in enforcing them. For instance, however 
modest the urbanization of western Europe and East Rome during the early Middle 
Ages, as well as the more extensive parallel process in north Africa, Iberia and Sicily, 
local armies were often involved in promoting and protecting the growth of cities.71 
Armies’ more direct involvement in defending urban health emerges in other contexts 
as well. The metropolitan janissaries of Constantinople, for example, fought fire, 
guarded gates and prisons, and ensured fair trading in markets as part of their overall 
mission to maintain civic order.72 And with the arrival of plague in Pistoia in the early 
summer of 1348, combatants were mobilized explicitly to protect the city and its 
hinterland from further onslaught.73 Such civic-military collaborations were deeply 
rooted in urban governance, at least across western Europe. In the relatively urbanized 
Italian peninsula and the Low Countries, military and civic leadership strongly 
overlapped, as did cities’ labor and fighting forces, facilitating the transmission of 
preventative theories and policies as well as their implementation.74 What is more, as 
Janna Coomans has recently shown for the later medieval Low Countries, public 
works and waste disposal outfits often began when under-employed troops were 
seconded to the city government;75 and as Sander Govaerts demonstrates with respect 
to the Meuse Valley, between the thirteenth and the eighteenth century armies in this 
region were bent on making life in cities, fort towns and villages more sustainable.76 
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Armies’ routines, in short, can be studied profitably from the perspective of public 
health and further enrich the fields of medical and health history. 
 
Conclusion 
Achieving a blended (and for that matter more reliable) view of three premodern 
worlds, the military, the monastic and the civic, would help make one aspect of 
military history more directly pertinent to social, religious and health history, and vice 
versa. The outcome should be particularly welcome to scholars of premodern 
civilizations given the relative paucity of sources shedding direct light on public 
health in this long period. At least within a western European context, moreover, a 
revised view may challenge the consensus regarding the emergence, in the later 
eighteenth century, of a new form of power brokering dubbed by Michel Foucault and 
others as biopolitics. Foucauldians define biopolitics as the endeavor ‘to rationalize 
problems presented to governmental practice by the phenomena characteristic of a 
group of living human beings constituted as a population: health, sanitation, birth rate, 
longevity, race.’77 Abundant evidence from monastic and urban milieus has already 
begun to undermine the chronology (but not the modality) of biopolitics as a uniquely 
modern European phenomenon. Studies illuminating the deployment of health 
discourses and preventative programs in later medieval Portugal, the early modern 
Ottoman Empire and Italy, for example, situate them within competing claims to 
medical authority and forms of expertise that exceed the scope of traditional political 
elites.78 Recovering similar evidence from army life to demonstrate the ubiquity and 
variety of prophylactic approaches may thus expand the circle of scholars 
historicizing biopolitics, on the one hand, and challenge a key aspect of an accepted 
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